
i) Lay your
   Flag flat.

ii) Insert the thinnest Pole section
     protected end first into the Flag 

sleeve.

Draw 
strings.

iii) Continue joining subsequent
    thickness Pole sections until

     the protected end of the Pole
          has reached the end of the Flag 

    sleeve at the top of the Flag.

iv) Tension the draw strings until 
     the best result for the Banner
     is achieved. 
     It is advisable to tie a reef knot
     as shown. 

Assembling the Flag.

Kit overview - Your Flying Banner (feather or teardrop) flag kit comprises a 2, 3 or 4 
piece pole in a Carry Bag & depending on what you have ordered, a Cross Base

(with or without Waterbag) &/or a Spike Base. The Carry Bag has enough 
compartments/space to store these components & your flag when not in use.

Flying Banner - Assembly & Installation Guide

Assembling the Cross Base.

i) Ensure the notched bar 
      Cross Base is underneath.

ii) Screw the two bars 
              together using the Spigot.

iii) Base shown assembled for 
    indoor use.
    (The holes in the feet allow 
    pegging into soft ground 
    outdoors - pegs not included). 

Using the Waterbag.

Fit the assembled Flag, 
either Feather or Teardrop style,
onto either the Cross Base or Ground Spike.

Using the Ground Spike.

If fitting into very hard ground,
use a steel hammer & a block
of wood to prevent damage to

the Spike.

i) Use a mallet or lump hammer 
     to drive the Spike fully into the 

ground taking care not to hit
       the rotating male Pole connector.

ii) Fit the Flag.

i) Fill the Waterbag.

ii) Tighten the cap. iii) Place onto the Cross Base.

iv) Fit the Flag.

Note: Feather Flag
& Cross Base with

Waterbag is shown.

Note: Feather Flag
& Cross Base with

Waterbag is shown.

Removing the Pole from the Flag.

i) Unhook/untie the 
draw strings. ii) Slide the Poles out.

iii) If the Poles separate,
 feed the Flag along

to remove them.

For use in 
soft ground, 

sand or snow.

Optional for outdoor use.
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WE DO NOT RECOMMEND USE OF OUR FLYING BANNERS IN WINDS IN EXCESS OF 25 M.P.H.

(For hard standing
indoors or out).
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